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For sections A & B, please tick a number from 0 to 5, where 0 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree.

A. Technical aspects
1. The paper is within the scope of the Journal.
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2. The paper is original.
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3. The paper is free of technical errors.
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2. The figures are clear & do clearly convey the intended
message.
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3. The length of the paper is appropriate.
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B. Communications aspects
1. The paper is clearly readable.

C. Comments to the authors (You may use another sheet of paper.)
Settlement of questions in the network can be sought after through a few components including through the
methods for discipline (through the legal executive) and non-punitive methods with a regulating approach in
particular, yet in addition through the humanism of law approach. Lawful humanism offers a few ideas to
determine questions, remembering debates for the races in Lampung.
Law as a device to change society, that is, the law can be a specialist of progress or a pioneer of progress in an
individual or gathering of individuals who get the trust of the network as the pioneer of at least one social
organizations. This feeling is routed to each gathering to the debate to have the option to sit together to
determine neighborhood political race clashes and the individuals or establishments included comprise of each
gathering from the contender for representative, pioneer of the gathering bearing the competitor, nearby
government, KPU and a few strict, custom pioneers, legislators, lawful experts and scholastics can sit together in
settling local political race questions with a success win arrangement, it implies that it very well may be settled
through a sociological way to deal with law that doesn't resolve by taking the regulating course, through the
legal executive.

Law as a methods for directing conduct or usually called social building. Law is a methods planned to change
individuals' conduct. At that point what is implied by a job is an arrangement of decides that contains measures
of conduct in places of people or gatherings holding jobs (rule accupant) and conduct. This announcement can
be comprehended that there must be an ability from all gatherings to organize a decent conduct by making
nearby knowledge and standard and social qualities an a dependable balance in settling debates and it very well
may be applied in the contest goals of the Lampung Province decisions.

D. Recommendation (Tick one)
1. Accepted without modifications.



2. Accepted with minor corrections.



3. Accepted with major modification.



4. Rejected.



We look forward to receiving your revised paper.
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